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Introduction
This document describes how to integrate Acronis Cyber Cloud with ConnectWise Manage.
The integration allows you to do the following:
l

Provisioning of the Acronis Cyber Cloud services to new and existing ConnectWise Manage
customers by using the ConnectWise Manage console.

l

Automatic billing of backup customers in the ConnectWise Manage console, based on their usage
of Acronis Cyber Cloud.

l

Automatic creation of tickets for backup, recovery, or quota-related issues in the ConnectWise
Manage console.
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Prerequisites
You must have active accounts in Acronis Cyber Cloud and ConnectWise Manage.
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Setting up integration
To set up integration between Acronis Cyber Cloud and ConnectWise Manage
1. Create a new API role
2. Create an API user and get API keys on the ConnectWise Manage site
3. Set up integration by specifying this data on the Acronis Cyber Cloud site

API role management
ConnectWise Manage uses a system of permissions and roles to control what API members can do.
For improved security, it is best to create a new role for the API member you will use in the Acronis
integration:
1. Go to System > Security Roles and click on the + button.
2. The new role should have the following permissions granted:
l

Companies > Company Maintenance: Edit, Inquire - All

l

Companies > Contacts: Inquire - All

l

Service Desk > Service Tickets: Add, Edit, Delete, Inquire - All

l

Service Desk > Close Service Tickets: Edit, Inquire - All

l

Procurement > Product Catalog: Add, Inquire - All

l

Finance > Agreements: Add, Edit, Inquire - All

l

System > Table Setup: Add, Edit, Delete, Inquire - All

l

System > Table Setup > Customize button: Company / Company Status, Company / Company
Type, General / Custom Fields, Service / Priority, Service / Service Board, Products / Category,
Products / Subcategories, Product, Product Type, Product / UOM.
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Creating an API member in ConnectWise Manage
To create an API member and get API keys
1. Log in to the ConnectWise Manage console.
2. Go to System > Members > API Members.

Note
This API member does not use a Manage User License.
3. Click the + icon to add a new API member.
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4. Fill out the required information and set the Role ID to the new role you just created in "API role
management" (p. 5).
Alternatively, you could also use the Admin role.

5. Save the API member.
6. Switch to the API Keys tab.
7. Create a new API key and give it a name that will identify your integration.
8. Copy the public and private keys.

Note
The private key will no longer be available once you leave this screen.
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Setting up integration with ConnectWise Manage
On this page, you can configure the integration between Acronis Cyber Cloud and ConnectWise
Manage.
Define the required login data
1. Log in to the Acronis Management portal.
2. Go to Integrations > ConnectWise Manage.
See more information about enabling and managing integrations.
3. On the Integration settings tab, specify your ConnectWise site, company name and API keys.
4. Click Log in.

As a result, you have configured the integration between Acronis Cyber Cloud and ConnectWise
Manage.

Configuring mapping failure notifications
In the Mapping errors section of the Integration settings tab, set the following options:
1. Create tickets for mapping errors - use this check box to turn the feature on and off.
l

When enabled, the integration scans the mapping list for errors, then if such are found it
verifies whether a ticket already exists. If not - it will create one; if yes - reopen.

l

When disabled, no mapping error tickets will be generated. However, references to existing
tickets will be preserved and on next turn on, the already resolved tickets can be reopened, if
necessary.
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Note
Generated tickets contain the following information: date and time, CW Manage customer,
Acronis customer tenants, error description and URL of partner integration page.
2. How often tickets should be created/reopened - select one of the available options from the
drop-down list:
l

After each sync - after two-way quota sync, the integration will collect any errors and
create/reopen tickets for them

l

Once per day - tickets will be created/reopened after usage sync

3. Automatically resolve mapping error tickets - when enabled, any open ticket in ConnectWise
Manage, for which the original error is gone, will be resolved and the status set to the value
configured in the corresponding settings.
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Integration scenarios
Provisioning (automatic or manual)
Automatic provisioning means that when you create a customer in ConnectWise Manage, a
corresponding tenant will be automatically created in Acronis Cyber Cloud and Acronis services will
be provisioned for it.
Manual provisioning means that a corresponding tenant will not be automatically created in
Acronis Cyber Cloud. You may need manual provisioning when you already have customer accounts
in ConnectWise Manage and Acronis Cyber Cloud, and you want to map them manually. Another
case is when you have a customer account in ConnectWise Manage and you want to create a
corresponding tenant manually in Acronis Cyber Cloud.
To set up provisioning
1. Configure product mapping.
2. Create an agreement.
3. Depending on the type of provisioning:
l

Automatic: configure the provisioning settings.

l

Manual: configure the company mapping.

Billing (Pay-as-you-go or Prepaid)
Pay-as-you-go (PAYG) billing means charging a customer for the actual resource usage on a
defined rate. If the PAYG billing is defined, resource usage is synchronized from Acronis Cyber Cloud
to ConnectWise Manage with a 15 minutes interval.
Prepaid billing implies setting quotas to Acronis Cyber Cloud offering items based on the total
quantity of additions defined in ConnectWise Manage.
To set up billing
1. Configure product mapping.
2. Create an agreement.
3. Configure the company mapping.

Ticket synchronization
Ticket synchronization translates Acronis Cyber Cloud alerts into ConnectWise Manage tickets.
You can configure creating and auto-closing rules, as well as assign the priority, status, and other
parameters of tickets.
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To set up automatic ticket synchronization
1. Configure alert mapping.
2. Configure company mapping.
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Configuring integration
Preparing additions for mapping
You can choose between two types of supported additions:
l

Pay-as-you-go

l

Prepaid

To set up Pay-as-you-go additions, fill in the following fields:
l

Product ID - enter product unique identifier

l

Total Quantity - specify total number of additions

l

Effective Date - set this option to current month
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To set up Prepaid additions, fill in the following fields:
l

Product ID - provide unique identifier for this product

l

Total Quantity - specify total number of additions

l

Effective Date - set this option to prepaid month

l

Cancelled Date - set to end of prepaid month or far into the future

Note
Offering items are mapped to Manage additions, not to Agreements.

Configuring the product mapping
To configure product mapping, open the Product Mapping tab. To start the automatic product
mapping, click Enable. It makes the first configuration simple by providing auto mapping between
ConnectWise Manage products and Acronis Cyber Cloud primary and secondary offering items.
Cyber Protect features are available as part of either Standard or Advanced Protection packs.
Advanced Protection extends the Standard version with further protection capabilities that can be
added only on top of it and are charged additionally. Advanced Protection can be assigned only to a
workload that already has Standard Protection assigned.
The following primary offering items are currently available as workloads in the Standard Protection
pack:
l

Workstations

l

Servers

l

Virtual machines

l

Web hosting servers
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l

Microsoft 365 seats
o

Microsoft 365 Mailboxes

o

Microsoft OneDrive

l

Microsoft 365 seats (unlimited Acronis-hosted cloud storage included)

l

Mailboxes

l

OneDrive

l

Microsoft Hosted Exchange

l

Google Workspace seats

l

Google Workspace seats (unlimited Acronis-hosted cloud storage included)

l

G Suite seats
o

Gmail (incl. Calendar, Contacts)

o

Google Drive

l

Google Workspace Team Drive

l

Mobile devices

l

Websites

Some secondary offering items are also supported:
l

Workstations (included features)

l

Web hosting servers (included features)

l

Servers (included features)

l

Virtual machines (included features)

Secondary offering items are free features, enabled only together with the primary ones, but whose
usage is reported separately.
Advanced packs support multiple offering items.
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You can edit the auto-mapped product names either by creating a new product name or selecting
from the existing ones. When you define a new product name, it will be automatically created on the
ConnectWise Manage site.
To set up product mapping
1. Select which services you are going to map with the ConnectWise Manage products.
The following billing modes can be selected for the Cyber Protection service:
l

Per Workload - you will be charged for the total number of protected workloads with cloud
storage charged separately.

l

Per Gigabyte - you will be charged for both local and cloud storage consumption.

l

Legacy Editions

For more information about the Cyber Protect editions, refer to the Acronis Cyber Cloud
Partner's Guide.
2. Select the default backup storage. It will be enabled for all tenants that do not have the mapped
backup storage if the Free option is selected in the Provisioning column.
3. Configure the product mapping. Select the corresponding ConnectWise Manage product for
each of the offering items.
Edit the product name in ConnectWise if needed:
l

Specify a new product name by clicking the name in the ConnectWise product column. After
completing all of the wizard steps, the new product will be created on the ConnectWise
Manage site.

l

Select the product name from the list of existing ones. After completing all of the wizard steps,
the offering items will be mapped with the existing ConnectWise Manage products.

Deselect the offering items that you do not want to provision.
Select Free if you want to provision the data source for all tenants, without mapping to the
ConnectWise Manage products.
4. Configure the product settings for the new products to be created on the ConnectWise Manage
site: category, subcategory, product type, product class, and unit of measure.
As a result, the initial configuration is done. You can make changes in the product mapping, if
needed, on the Product Mapping tab.

Managing agreements in ConnectWise Manage
An agreement in ConnectWise Manage is a contract between you and your customer for providing
services. An agreement for Acronis services must include products mapped to offering items in
Acronis Cyber Cloud integration.
A mapped secondary offering item can be added to an agreement, only if the primary one is
provisioned for this customer tenant. If an MSP provisions a primary offering item, the associated
secondary ones will also be enabled for that customer. The addition will, however, only contain the
usage of the primary offering item. Mapping the secondary offering item to a separate addition,
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allows the MSP to add that usage to Agreements in order to give customers a fuller understanding
of the delivered service.
Billing is supported for both Trial and Production customer accounts.
You can define how a customer will be billed by configuring the respective addition settings: on a
pay-as-you-go or prepaid basis, or with overage as separate line item.

Reporting storage usage
Backup storage consumption can be accounted for in the following ways:
l

Quota, Overage and Total usage - select this option to report the total amount of free and
billed storage used

l

Class 1 (free) usage reporting - report free-of-charge type of usage only

l

Class 2 (billed) usage reporting - report the billed usage alone

Depending on the amounts that have to be reported to PSA, you can select any combination of
these options.

Selecting any of the available options will automatically enable the backup storage. Deselecting all of
them will respectively disable it.
When billing and provisioning sub-partner tenants, usage reporting is aggregate.
Note
Agreement and Service product classes have usage reporting with floating point precision - up to 2
digits after the decimal point. For the rest, usage is reported in whole numbers.
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To set up an agreement
1. Log in to the ConnectWise Manage console.
2. Go to New > Agreement, create a new agreement or select an existing agreement, and add the
products (additions) that you have selected for offering items in the "Initial configuration of the
product mapping" section.

The following rules are used for an offering item quota setup and usage synchronization:
1. For all prepaid additions, offering item quotas will be set up based on the Total Quantity field.
ConnectWise Manage does not sync the usage for offering item quotas that were created based
on the prepaid additions.
2. For all pay-as-you-go additions, offering item quotas will be set to Unlimited.
Usage for offering item quotas that were created based on pay-as-you-go additions is synced to
the Total Quantity field of the corresponding additions.
3. If you want to see usage for prepaid additions, please combine prepaid additions and pay-asyou-go additions under the same product. In this case, the Total Quantity field for pay-as-yougo additions will show common usage.
4. Save the settings.

Overage as separate line item
This option is turned off by default and should be enabled from the following location:
1. Log in to the Acronis Management portal.
2. From the left-pane menu, go to Integrations.
3. On the Integration settings tab > Features section, toggle the Add overage as separate line
item switch button.
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On each agreement, for every offering item, where you would like to have overage reported as a
separate line item, you will have to assign 2 additions. One of the additions should be set up as
prepaid, the other - as pay-as-you-go.
Overage is calculated based on quota and usage.
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Configuring the provisioning settings
To configure the provisioning settings
1. Go to the Provisioning tab.
2. To configure the customer provisioning and deprovisioning, edit the settings in the
corresponding sections.
l

Create accounts based on - from the drop-down list, select either Company name or
Company primary contact. For the first, you have to fill in Activation email as well.

l

For automatic tenant creation, enable the Automatically create customers option. For
manual tenant creation, disable it.

l

To enable the two-factor authentication for all new customers, select the corresponding check
box. When turned on, customers are provisioned with active two-factor authentication and all
their users have it enabled as well.

l

Add overage as separate line item - when enabled, any usage above the pre-paid amount,
is charged on ‘pay-as-you-go’ principle, as a separate line item on the agreements.

l

Provision customer tenants as - from the drop-down list, select either Production (default)
or Trial. Customers are automatically switched to production mode after a full month trial.
Note
Customers in trial mode have full access to all integration functionalities, but only for a limited
period of time (the duration of the trial).
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You can provision your customer accounts in Acronis Cyber Cloud without product provisioning.
Even if the Product mapping switch is disabled, the customer provisioning settings are still
available for editing.
The synchronization between Acronis Cyber Cloud and ConnectWise Manage may take up to 15
minutes.
For more information, see also "Setting up two-factor authentication".

Configuring the company mapping
To map a customer in Acronis Cyber Cloud to a company in ConnectWise Manage, start
provisioning, or remove mapping
1. Switch to the Company mapping tab.
2. Select ConnectWise Manage companies.
Use the Search field and the Filters button to search for specific companies. Companies can be
filtered by Mapping, Type and Status. Type and Status allow selecting multiple criteria. The
options available under Type are loaded from the setup in your ConnectWise Manage account.
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3. Select whether you want to create a new Acronis tenant or use an existing one. Manage
customers are mapped to Acronis tenants in a one-on-one relationship. When mapping multiple
tenants at once, you can only map to new tenants.

If you want to map to an existing tenant, a pop-up window will open, where you can select an
Acronis one. Use the Search option to filter the list of already existing customers and easily
navigate to your preferred selection.
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4. Click Apply mapping.
The synchronization between the cloud platform and ConnectWise Manage may take up to 15
minutes.
5. When the sync process is over, use the Refresh button to reload this page without leaving the
Company mapping tab.
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Manual synchronization
To trigger a manual synchronization process:
1. In the ConnectWise company column, select the check boxes of the customers you want to be
synced.
2. Click the Synchronize button above the table.

3. In the window that opens next, define the sync scope by selecting one or more of the available
options:

23
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4. Click Synchronize. The synchronization starts and you will be able to observe its progress.

You can also check the Last sync column for details about when this last happened for each
customer.
Note
Manual synchronization doesn't cover 'range offering items usage' i.e. effective usage for a
reporting period, configured by the MSP.

Configuring two-way quota sync
Use the two-way sync feature to extend the quota synchronization process by enabling such
interaction between Acronis and ConnectWise Manage.
The basic concept of this functionality is for you to first disable/enable/configure offering items for
Acronis customer tenants in the Acronis Management portal, and then the two-way sync feature to
ensure the propagation of these changes to ConnectWise Manage by updating the corresponding
customer agreements.
To configure the two-way sync:
1. Go to Integration settings.
2. Locate the 2-way sync switch button and turn it on. This will enable the next section to configure
default settings for new products, created during the sync process.
3. In the new section, provide the following properties that the two-way sync process will use to
create new products in ConnectWise Manage: category, subcategory, product type, product
class and unit of measure.
4. Click Save.
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Enabling the two-way sync feature will add a new Agreement column to the Company mapping
table on the Account mapping tab.
In addition, when a mapped customer is selected, a new Agreement button will appear in the
toolbar.
Use this button to select a specific agreement that will be used by the two-way sync process to
accumulate additions for offering items, enabled in the Acronis Management portal. The agreement
selection is not necessary if the customer has a single active agreement in ConnectWise Manage
only. However, if the agreements are more than one, you have to choose a particular agreement,
otherwise the synchronization will throw an error.

Configuring the alert mapping
To configure the alert mapping
1. Go to the Ticket creation tab.
2. Select a service board and configure the mapping for each customer alert. You can map alerts to
any combination of Type, Subtype and Item values available in your ConnectWise Manage
setup.
Items can provide further details to the main service types and subtypes. They can also be used
to create ticket task lists for some of the most common services. You can create and associate
ticket templates to your items that will pull in from a standard list of tasks you assign on
template level.
3. [Optional] Click Settings and configure the following:
l

If you want to create a new ticket for a mapped alert every time the initial ticket for this alert
has been closed for a specific number of days, select the New ticket creation check box, and
then specify the number of days. Otherwise, the initial ticket will be re-opened on every
occurrence of the alert.

l

If you want to automatically close tickets originated from alerts when issues that generated
these alerts are resolved, select the Tickets auto-closing check box, and then select the
status that will be assigned to a closed ticket in ConnectWise Manage.

4. Click Apply.
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Viewing tickets that originated from customer alerts
To view tickets that originated from customer alerts
1. Open the ConnectWise Manage console.
2. Go to ConnectWise Manage Console > Service Board.
3. Select the service board used for the integration.
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Troubleshooting mapping
Troubleshooting mapping errors
The mapping error is a common type of error when configuring the integration for ConnectWise
Manage. It appears when there is a mismatch between the mapped products in the integration UI
and Manage products that appear on additions.
When this happens, an error is shown on the Mapping page.
To see it, go to the Acronis Management portal > Integrations > ConnectWise Manage
Integration Settings > Company Mapping.
In the Mapping column, you can observe the following message:

When you hover over it, a longer explanation appears:

This gives a short description of how to resolve the problem.
Find below a list of the possible cases as well as the necessary steps to resolve each.
MAPPING ERROR MESSAGE

EXPLANATION AND STEPS TO TAKE

Create a valid Agreement or mapped Addition.

Explanation

Product Mapping can be disabled from the

The ConnectWise Manage Company, mapped to the

Integration settings tab.

customer tenant, doesn't have any mapped Additions in its
Agreement.
Steps to take
If you are not using the integration to synchronize offering
items usage, you may disable Product mapping in the
Integration settings tab under Features. The error will
then disappear.
If you are using offering items synchronization in the
integration, make sure that the Agreement is effective (the
start date is in the past and there is no end date or it is in the
future) and not cancelled, and that it contains at least a
single mapped Addition. This addition should be effective
and not cancelled too.
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MAPPING ERROR MESSAGE

EXPLANATION AND STEPS TO TAKE
Background
This error activates the deprovisioning functionality of the
integration. Deprovisioning is configured on the
Provisioning tab under Customer Deprovisioning.
l

If the Set offering item quotas to zero option is
enabled, all offering items quotas for this customer
tenant will be zeroed after 4 hours activity of this error.

Note
This option is enabled by default.
l

If the Disable the customer option is enabled, the
customer tenant will be disabled after this error has been
active for the number of days specified in the option.

l

If the Delete the customer option is enabled, the
customer tenant will be deleted after this error has been
active for the number of days specified in the option.

There are duplicate storages in the Agreement.

Explanation

You should disable one of the conflicting

The Agreement has active Additions mapped to 2 different

Additions.

storages. A customer tenant in Acronis Cloud can have only a
single backup storage enabled. The error description shows
the names of storages that the integration is trying to
enable.
Steps to take
You should decide which storage the affected customer
tenant should have (usually it is the currently enabled one).
Then from Agreements remove or cancel any Additions
mapped to other storages.
Note
This error might appear not just for backup storages, but for
duplicate DR or Notary storages as well.

Backup and Disaster Recovery should use the

Explanation

same location. Update those settings in

The Agreement has active Additions mapped to both backup

Additions and Agreements.

and DR storages from different locations. A customer tenant
in Acronis Cloud can have such storages only from the same
location.
Steps to take
To fix this error, partners decide which location the customer
tenant should use (usually it is the current one). Then a
review should be done of which Additions in the Agreement
for the current customer are mapped to storages from
different locations and replace these Additions with ones
that are from the selected location. Replacement means
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MAPPING ERROR MESSAGE

EXPLANATION AND STEPS TO TAKE
cancelling the old addition and adding new one.

Cannot disable a storage in use. To keep it, add

Explanation

this Addition to the Agreement. To disconnect it, The customer tenant has a storage with usage and the
manually remove the backups in the Cyber

integration tries to disable that storage. The integration will

Protection Console.

attempt to do that if the Agreement for the current customer
doesn't have an Addition mapped to the storage or if the
Agreement or Addition are not effective, were cancelled or
have been removed.
Steps to take
There're two ways to fix this error, depending on whether
the storage has to be disabled for the customer or not.
l

If not, add an Addition, mapped to this storage, to the
Agreement.

l

If storage needs to be disabled for the customer, then go
to this customer's console and manually remove all
backups. The usage will be set to zero and the integration
can successfully disable the storage.

Tenant service cannot be enabled during

Explanation

offering item deletion. This problem will be

An offering item cannot be enabled by the integration

automatically resolved when the wipe is over.

because of ongoing deprovisioning on the Acronis Platform
side.
Steps to take
This error will disappear as soon as deprovisioning is
completed.

The Agreement can include only items from a

Explanation

single edition. Remove offering item mappings

The integration is trying to enable offering items from

from other editions.

different editions for the same customer tenant. Each
customer tenant can have offering items from a single
edition only.
Steps to take
To fix this error, you should decide which edition the
customer tenant should use. Then from the Agreement,
remove or cancel any Additions mapped to offering items
from other editions.

No storage available for this edition or products Explanation
are mapped to conflicting editions. Review and

The integration is trying to switch editions for a given

update mappings in the Agreement.

customer, while at the same time also changing the related
storage. Storage cannot be modified during edition switch.
Steps to take
There are 2 ways to fix this error:
l

If you are trying to switch a customer's edition via the
integration, then you should add the Addition, mapped to
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MAPPING ERROR MESSAGE

EXPLANATION AND STEPS TO TAKE
the customer's storage in the new edition, to the
Agreement. For example, the customer has "Storage1 Standard Edition", while you try to switch to the Advanced
edition. An error indicates that the Agreement doesn't
have an Addition mapped to "Storage1 - Advanced
Edition". This Addition should be added to the Agreement.
The error will disappear after a successful edition switch.
l

You do not want to change a customer's edition: in this
case, the customer's edition is different from what has
been added to the Agreement. Replace the Addition
currently in the Agreement and probably mapped to
another edition, with one that is mapped to the
customer's correct edition. Replacement can be done by
cancelling the old Addition and adding the new one.

Offering item is currently disabled for this

Explanation

customer. You can enable it or remove mapped The integration is trying to enable an offering item for a
Addition from the Agreement.

customer, which is disabled for the customer's parent
tenant. The issue is reproduced only if customer is created
under an intermediate tenant, such as a folder or subpartner, and not directly under the tenant that has enabled
the integration.
Steps to take
l

If you want to enable an offering item that the customer
doesn't currently have, then manually enable this offering
item on the customer's parent tenant. The easiest way
would be to enable all offering items available to the
partner tenant. This will guarantee that the error will not
appear for any offering item in the future.

l

If you do not want to enable new offering items for the
customer, then the Addition mapped to the offering item,
disabled on the customer's parent tenant, should be
cancelled or removed from the Agreement.

Application is disabled for this customer. Enable Explanation
it manually for its parent tenant or remove

This is the same scenario as described above, but applies to

Additions mapped to this application from the

the entire Acronis application, instead of just one offering

Agreement.

item. For example, the File Sync & Share application can be
disabled for a customer's parent tenant, while the
integration is trying to enable it for a customer.
Steps to take
To enable this application for a customer, do it manually for
the customer's parent tenant. Enabling all applications
available to the customer will guarantee that this error won't
appear for any application in the future.
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MAPPING ERROR MESSAGE

EXPLANATION AND STEPS TO TAKE
If you don't want to enable the application for a customer,
then the Addition mapped to the offering items from this
application, should be cancelled or removed from the
Agreement.

Cannot modify some of the selected offering

Explanation

items.

The Acronis API returns an error during offering items quota
sync. This may happen if a combination of Product mapping
and Additions results in a list of customer offering items not
supported by the Acronis API. Usually detailed errors listed
above are displayed. This error is only shown if the above
errors do not cover the current case.
Steps to take
Verify that for this customer, correct offering items are
mapped to Products, correct products are added to
Additions and correct Additions - to Agreements.

This tenant is currently disabled. You can enable Explanation
it from the Clients tab.

The mapped customer tenant was disabled in Acronis Cloud.
The tenant might be disabled during deprovisioning.
Steps to take
If the tenant was disabled manually, then it can be enabled
from the Clients tab in the Acronis Management portal.

No such tenant found. Map to another customer Explanation
or remove mapping.

The mapped customer tenant was deleted from the Acronis
Cloud. The tenant might be deleted during deprovisioning.
Steps to take
Since deleting a tenant is irreversible, the only thing left to
do is to map the account to a different customer tenant or
remove the mapping.

No such company found. You can delete the

Explanation

mapping.

The mapped company was deleted.
Steps to take
Revert this action, if possible in the ConnectWise Manage
interface. Otherwise, you will have to delete the mapping.

Failure in Offering items sync or Provisioning. If

Explanation

you have just mapped a new customer, check

This is a general case where the offering items sync or

the setup.

provisioning failed, but none of the other above-listed errors
applies. Usually it is a temporary situation during offering
items sync, for example a connectivity issue with the Acronis
or ConnectWise API.
Steps to take
Wait 15 to 30 minutes for the next sync to happen, then the
problem may disappear if the connectivity issue has been
resolved. If this error appears after mapping an account to a
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new customer tenant, the status of the created tenant may
be invalid which could be fixed only manually.
For example:
l

Tenant wasn't created, so this will be retried
automatically.

l

Tenant pricing mode couldn't be switched to production.
This should be fixed manually.

l

Tenant admin wasn't created or activated. This should be
also fixed manually.

Product creation is not configured.

Explanation
The two-way sync feature is enabled but the default settings
for new products, created during this process, are not
configured.
Steps to take
1. Go to Integration settings.
2. Locate the new products section under the 2-way sync
feature button.
3. Provide a valid selection for Category, Subcategory,
Product type, Product class and Unit of measure.
4. Click Save.

Product creation failed.

Explanation
The creation of one or more ConnectWise Manage products
during two-way sync has failed. Most probable reason is that
the name, generated for the ConnectWise Manage product,
already exists.
Steps to take
This error will appear very rarely. However, if it does, follow
the below steps:
1. Go to the Product mapping tab.
2. Make sure to map all offering items in active or potential
use to ConnectWise Manage products.
3. Wait for the next synchronization cycle and verify the
error is gone.

Agreement not selected.

Explanation
The customer has more than one active agreement in
ConnectWise Manage but the two-way sync agreement is not
selected for the mapped customer.
Steps to take
This error will appear very rarely. However, if it does, follow
the below steps:
1. Go to the Account mapping tab.
2. Select the row where the mapping error appears.
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3. Click the Agreement button.
4. In the popup that shows next, choose the target
agreement for the two-way sync.
5. Click Save.
6. Wait for the next synchronization cycle and verify the
error is gone.
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